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Description

Title of Invention: OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY

DEVICE

Technical Field
[1] The present invention relates to an Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) device,

and more particularly, to an OCT device which reduces noise caused by an image

sensor, thereby enabled to display a skin image with improved quality.

Background Art
[2] As medical devices for displaying an image of skin or internal body, a number of

devices are being used, including an X-ray system, a Computerized Tomography (CT)

scanner, a Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) device, and an ultrasound system.

[3] Meanwhile, as a device for displaying a skin image, an Optical Coherence To

mography (OCT) device can be used.

[4] The OCT device is a tomography device which noninvasively captures a cross-

sectional view of a sample at micrometer resolution based on interference properties of

light.

[5] Such an OCT device is used in many fields such as ophthalmology, cardiology, and

dermatology for clinical purposes.

[6] In addition, efforts are being made to study a technology that enables the OCT device

to display a clear skin image without noise.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[7] The present invention has been made in view of the above problems, and it is one

object of the present invention to provide an Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)

device which reduces noise caused by an image sensor, thereby enabled to display a

skin image with improve quality.

Solution to Problem
[8] In accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, the above and other

objects can be accomplished by the provision of an Optical Coherence Tomography

(OCT) device including: a light source; a mirror to reflect a light from the light source;

an light receiver to output the light from the light source to skin and receive a light

reflected from the skin; a detector to detect an interference signal between the light

reflected from the mirror and the light received by the light receiver; an image sensor

to convert the interference signal, detected by the detector, into an image signal; a

processor to output a second signal by filtering a first signal being based on the image

signal from the image sensor, calculate an error by using the first signal and the second



signal, and output an error-compensated image by compensating for the calculated

error; and a display to display the error-compensated image.

[9] In accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, the above and other

objects can be accomplished by the provision of an Optical Coherence Tomography

(OCT) device including: a probe to output a light to skin and receive a light reflected

from the skin; a spectrometer to detect an interference signal between a light reflected

from a mirror and the light received by the probe; an image sensor to convert the in

terference signal, detected by the spectrometer, into an image signal; a processor to

calculate an error, caused by a difference in pixels of the image sensor, in the image

signal from the image sensor, and output an error-compensated image by compensating

for the calculated error; and a display to display the error-compensated image.

[10] The details of other embodiments are included in the following description and the

accompanying drawings.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[11] As is apparent from the foregoing description, an OCT device according to an em

bodiment of the present invention includes: a light source; a mirror to reflect a light

from the light source; a light receiver to output a light from the light source to the skin

and receive a light reflected from the skin; and a detector to receive an interference

signal between the light reflected from the mirror and a light received by the light

receiver; an image sensor to convert the interference signal, detected by the detector,

into an image signal; a processor to output a second signal by filtering a first signal

being based on the image signal from the image sensor, calculate an error by using the

first signal and the second signal, and output an error-compensated image by com

pensating for the calculated error; and a display to display the error-compensated

image. In this configuration, the OCT device may reduce noise caused by the image

sensor, thereby enabled to display a skin image with improved quality. In particular, it

is possible to display an image in which an error has been compensated with respect to

depth of skin.

[12] In particular, during a first frame interval, the processor outputs a second signal by

filtering a first signal being based on an image signal from the image sensor, and

calculates an error by using the first signal and the second signal. Then, during a

second frame interval, the processor outputs an error-compensated image by com

pensating for the calculated error. In this manner, it is possible to perform error com

pensation in real time and therefore display a skin image with improved quality.

[13] Meanwhile, when image signals are received from the image sensor, the processor

continuously performs error compensation. In this manner, it is possible to perform

error compensation in real time and therefore display a skin image with improved



quality.

[14] Meanwhile, an OCT device according to another embodiment of the present

invention includes: a probe to output a light to the skin and receive a light reflected

from the skin; a spectrometer to detect an interference signal between a light reflected

from a mirror and a light received by the probe; an image sensor to convert the in

terference signal, received from the spectrometer, into an image signal; a processor to

calculate an error caused by a difference in pixels of the image sensor, and output an

error-calculated image by compensating for the calculated error; and a display to

display an error-compensated image. In this configuration, the OCT device may reduce

noise caused by the image sensor, thereby enabled to display a skin image with

improved quality.

Brief Description of Drawings
[15] The embodiments will be described in detail with reference to the following

drawings in which like reference numerals refer to like elements wherein:

[16] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) device

according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[17] FIG. 2 is an internal block diagram illustrating an example of the OCT device shown

in FIG. 1;

[18] FIGS. 3a to 4d are diagrams referenced to explain operation of the OCT device

shown in FIG. 1;

[19] FIG. 5 is a diagram referenced to explain a processor;

[20] FIG. 6 is an internal block diagram illustrating an example of the OCT device shown

in FIG. 2; and

[21] FIGS. 7a to 8b are diagrams referenced to explain operation of the processor shown

in FIG. 6.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention
[22] Hereinafter, the embodiments disclosed in the present specification will be described

in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[23] In the following description, with respect to constituent elements used in the

following description, the suffixes "module" and "unit" are used or combined with

each other only in consideration of ease in the preparation of the specification, and do

not have or serve as different meanings. Accordingly, the suffixes "module" and "unit"

may be interchanged with each other.

[24] An Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) device described throughout this speci

fication is an OCT device which is able to be attached to a cylindrical case and to

provide medication guides.

[25] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an OCT device according to an embodiment of the



present invention.

[26] Referring to the drawing, an OCT device 100 according to an embodiment of the

present invention is a device for displaying a skin image, which is a tomography

device that non-invasively captures a cross-sectional view of a sample at micrometer

resolution by using interference properties of light.

[27] As shown in the drawing, when a user 20 puts a probe 70 of the OCT device 100 in

contact with the skin of a patient 10, an image corresponding to depth of the skin is

displayed on a display 180.

[28] The OCT device 100 may include an image sensor 160 (see FIG. 2), and use the

image sensor 160 (see FIG. 2) to convert an interference signal between a light output

to the skin and a light received from the skin into an image signal.

[29] Meanwhile, the image sensor 160 (see FIG. 2) includes a plurality of pixels to

convert a light interference signal into an image signal, and a difference in the pixels

may cause noise. Due to the noise, an image corresponding to depth of the skin may be

displayed unclearly.

[30] The present invention provides the OCT device 100 which reduces noise caused by

an image sensor, thereby enabled to display a skin image with improved quality.

[31] Accordingly, the OCT device 100 includes: a light source 110; a mirror 135 to reflect

a light from the light source 110; a light receiver 130 to output a light from the light

source 110 to the skin and receive a light reflected from the skin; a detector 150 to

detect an interference signal between the light reflected by the mirror 135 and the light

received by the light receiver 130; an image sensor 160 to convert the interference

signal, detected by the detector 150, into an image signal; a processor 170 to output a

second signal by filtering a first signal being based on the image signal from the image

sensor 160, calculate an error by using the first signal and the second signal, and output

an error-compensated image by compensating for the calculated error; and a display

180 to display the error-compensated image. In this configuration, the OCT device 100

reduces noise caused by the image sensor 160, thereby enabled to display a skin image

with improved quality. In particular, it is possible to display an image in which an error

has been compensated with respect to depth of the skin.

[32] In particular, during a first frame interval, the processor 170 outputs a second signal

by filtering a first signal being based on an image signal from the image sensor 160,

and calculates an error by using the first signal and the second signal. Then, during a

second frame interval, the processor 170 outputs an error-compensated image by com

pensating for the calculated error. In this manner, it is possible to perform error com

pensation in real time and therefore display a skin image with improved quality.

[33] Meanwhile, when image signals are received from the image sensor 160, the

processor 170 may continuously perform error compensation. In this manner, it is



possible to perform error compensation in real time and therefore display a skin image

with improved quality.

[34] Meanwhile, an OCT device 100 according to another embodiment of the present

invention includes: a probe 70 to output a light to the skin and receive a light reflected

from the skin; a spectrometer 155 to detect an interference signal between a light

reflected by a mirror 135 and a light received by a light receiver 130; an image sensor

160 to convert the interference signal, detected by the spectrometer 155, into an image

signal; a processor 170 to calculate an error, caused by a difference in pixels of the

image sensor, in the image signal from the image sensor, and output an error-

compensated image by compensating for the calculated error; and a display 180 to

display the error-compensated image. Due to this configuration, the OCT device 100

reduces noise caused by the image sensor, thereby enabled to display a skin image with

improved quality.

[35] Operations of the OCT device 100 according to the present invention are described in

more detail with reference to FIG. 2.

[36] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example of the OCT device shown in FIG. 1.

[37] Referring to the drawing, the OCT device 100 may include a light source 110, a

splitter 120, a probe 70, an interference signal detector 150, an image sensor 160, a

processor 170, and a display 180.

[38] The light source 110 outputs a light. In order to output a light to a sample 70a, such

as skin, the light source 110 may output an infrared light, a visible light, or an u l

traviolet light. In the following, the light source 110 is described as outputting a visible

light.

[39] In the drawing, an exemplary case in which the light source 110 outputs light with a

predetermined bandwidth in a sweeping manner.

[40] The splitter 120 splits a path of light output from the light source 110. Specifically,

the splitter 120 directs the light, output from the light source 110, to a mirror 135

within the probe 70 and to the light receiver 130.

[41] Meanwhile, the splitter 120 may include a beam splitter or a directional coupler.

[42] The mirror 135 within the probe 170 may be referred to as a reference surface, which

is disposed to compare with a light reflected from the sample.

[43] Meanwhile, the mirror 135 may be disposed outside the probe 70.

[44] Meanwhile, the mirror 135 reflects light output from the light source 110. The light

reflected by the mirror 135 is delivered to the interference signal detector 150.

[45] Meanwhile, the probe 70, especially, the light receiver 130, outputs a light to the

sample 70a which is the skin of a patient. Then, the probe 70 receives a light reflected

from the sample 70a which is the skin. Meanwhile, the light receiver 130 may be

referred to as a system for measuring a sample.



[46] The light reflected from the skin is delivered from the probe 70, particularly, the light

receiver 130, to the interference signal detector 150.

[47] The interference signal detector 150 may detect an interference signal between a light

reflected from the mirror 135 and a light received by the light receiver 130.

[48] To this end, the interference signal detector 150 may include a spectrometer 155 that

decomposes an interference signal, which is between a light reflected from the mirror

135 and a light received by the light receiver 130, into different wavelengths.

[49] Meanwhile, unlike the embodiment shown in the drawing, the spectrometer 155 may

be disposed before the interference signal detector 150. In this case, the spectrometer

155 may decompose an interference signal between a light reflected from the mirror

135 and a light received by the light receiver 130, into different wavelengths, and then

the interference signal detector 150 may detect the interference signal.

[50] Alternatively, unlike the embodiment shown in the drawing, it is possible to use only

the spectrometer 155 without the interference signal detector 150.

[51] The image sensor 160 may convert an interference signal from the interference signal

detector 150 into an image signal.

[52] The image sensor 160 may include a plurality of pixels, and output an image signal

by detecting an interference signal, which is decomposed into wavelengths by the in

terference signal detector 150, at each pixel.

[53] The processor 170 may compensate for an error caused by the image sensor 160, and

output an error-compensated image.

[54] The display 180 may display the error-compensated image. In particular, the display

180 may display an error compensated image corresponding to depth of the skin. A c

cordingly, a skin image with improved quality may be displayed by reducing noise

caused by the image sensor 160. In particular, it is possible to display an image in

which an error has been compensated with respect to depth of the skin by reducing

noise caused by the image sensor 160.

[55] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may output a second signal by filtering a first signal

being based on the image signal from the image sensor 160, calculate an error by using

the first signal and the second signal, and output an error-compensated image by com

pensating for the calculated error.

[56] In particular, during a first frame interval, the processor 170 may output a second

signal by filtering a first signal being based on an image signal from the image sensor

160, and calculate an error by using the first signal and the second signal. Then, during

a second frame interval, the processor 170 may output an error-compensated image by

compensating for the calculated error. In this manner, it is possible to perform error

compensation in real time and therefore display a skin image with improved quality.

[57] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may calculate the error based on a ratio between the



first signal and the second signal, compensates an image signal from the image sensor

160 by using an inverse of the calculated error, and output an error-calculated image.

[58] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may perform error compensation on each horizontal or

vertical line of an image signal from the image sensor 160.

[59] Meanwhile, when image signals are received from the image sensor 160, the

processor 170 may continuously perform error compensation. In this manner, it is

possible to perform error compensation in real time and therefore display a skin image

with improved quality.

[60] Meanwhile, the processor 170 includes a filter 570 for outputting a second signal by

filtering a first signal, and the filter 570 may output the second signal based on a

moving average of the first signal.

[61] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may include: an interpolator 510 for interpolating an

image signal from the image sensor 160; an error compensator 515 for compensating

the interpolated image signal by using a calculated error; a converter 530 for

converting the error-compensated image signal into frequency domain; and a

background subtractor 540 for removing the background from the image signal from

the converter 530 and outputting an error-compensated image from which the

background has been removed.

[62] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may further include: an inverse-converter 560 which

converts an image signal from the background subtractor 540 into time domain; a filter

570 which outputs a second signal by filtering a first signal from the inverse-converter

560; and an error calculator 580 which calculates an error by using the first signal and

the second signal.

[63] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may further include a second filter 520 which is

disposed (e.g., coupled) between the error compensator 515 and the converter 530 and

to filter an error, caused by the mirror 135, from the error-compensated image signal.

[64] Meanwhile, during a first frame interval, the processor 170 may output a second

signal by filtering a first signal being based on an image signal from the image sensor

160 by means of the inverse-converter 560 and the error calculator 580, and calculate

an error using the first signal and the second signal. Then, during a second frame

interval, the processor 170 may output an error-compensated image by compensating

for the calculated error by means of the error calculator 580, the converter 530, and the

background subtractor 540.

[65] FIGS. 3a to 4d are diagrams referenced to explain operation of the OCT device

shown in FIG. 1.

[66] FIG. 3a is a diagram illustrating an example of a skin image 310 displayed on the

display 180 of the OCT device 100.

[67] The skin image 310 may include dermis at the bottom, epidermis above the dermis,



and stratum corneum above the epidermis. If the dermis is dense, it may indicate that

the skin is firm and elastic.

[68] With such a skin image, it is possible to check the skin condition of a patient.

[69] Meanwhile, the processor 170 and the like of the OCT device 100 analyzes the skin

image 310 to calculate image intensity with respect to the depth (from the top to the

bottom) of the skin image 310, as shown in FIG. 3b.

[70] The image intensity may correspond to density of the skin. Accordingly, it is possible

to calculate the density of the aforementioned dermis.

[71] That is, FIG. 3b is an exemplary graph showing measured intensity information of a

skin image 310.

[72] The intensity information of the skin image 310 contains system properties of the

OCT device 100, and thus, the properties need to be corrected.

[73] FIG. 3d is an exemplary graph showing intensity information of a skin image 310 for

the purpose of calibration of the system properties of the OCT device 100.

[74] The processor 170 may divide the graph of FIG. 3b by the graph of FIG. 3d, thereby

enabled to calculate intensity information of the skin image 310 in which system

properties have been corrected or calibrated.

[75] Meanwhile, the first graph Itl in FIG. 3c is an exemplary graph showing measured

intensity information of a skin image 310 in which system properties have been

corrected and noise floor processing have been performed, and the second graph It2 is

an exemplary graph showing measured intensity information of a skin image 310 in

which system properties have been corrected but noise floor processing has not been

performed.

[76] As shown in the drawings, the greater the depth of the skin, the lesser the intensity of

the skin image 310.

[77] FIG. 4a shows an example of a skin image of a first patient, and FIG. 4b shows an

example of a skin image of a second patient.

[78] FIG. 4c is an exemplary graph showing intensity information of a not-calibrated

image skin image 310 in which system properties have not been corrected.

[79] In particular, there are shown a graph Itbl showing intensity information of the skin

image of the first patient, and a graph Itb2 showing intensity information of the skin

image of the second patient.

[80] Even though system properties are not corrected in the skin images, the intensity of

the skin image of the first patient is greater than that of the skin image of the second

patient, and thus, it is possible to assume that the skin of the first patient is denser than

that of the second patient.

[81] FIG. 4d is an exemplary graph showing intensity information of a calibrated skin

image 310 indicating an image in which system properties have been corrected.



[82] In particular, there are shown a graph Itcl showing intensity information of the skin

image of the first patient, and a graph Itc2 showing intensity information of the skin

image of the second patient.

[83] When the system properties are corrected in the skin images, the intensity of the skin

image of the first patient is greater than that of the skin image of the second patient,

and thus, it is possible to assume that the skin of the patient is denser than that of the

second patient.

[84] FIG. 5 is a diagram referenced to explain a processor.

[85] Referring to the drawing, a processor 170x shown in FIG. 5 may include an in

terpolator 510x, a filter 520x, a converter 530x, and a background subtractor 540x.

[86] The interpolator 510x interpolates an image signal from an image sensor 160. At this

point, a λ domain signal may be converted into a k domain signal.

[87] The filter 520x performs filtering on the interpolated image signal. The converter

530x converts the signal into frequency domain using Fourier Transform (FT). The

background subtractor 540x may output a structural image (z-domain), from which a

background has been removed, using reference subtraction.

[88] Meanwhile, the image sensor 160 includes a plurality of pixels, and thus, if the pixels

have non-uniform properties, a Photo-Response Non-Uniformity (PRNU) noise signal

may occur due to the image sensor. In addition, due to the noise, an unclear skin image

may be acquired.

[89] The present invention proposes a method of reducing a PRNU noise, caused by an

image sensor, to display a skin image with improved quality. Detailed descriptions

thereof are provided with reference to FIG. 6.

[90] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an example of a processor of the OCT device

shown in FIG. 2, and FIGS 7a to 8b are diagrams referenced to explain operation of the

processor shown in FIG. 6.

[91] For starters, referring to FIG. 6, a processor 170 of the OCT device 100 according to

an embodiment of the present invention may include an interpolator 510, an error com

pensator 515, a second filter 520, a converter 530, a background subtractor 540, an

inverse-converter 560, a filter 570, and an error calculator 580.

[92] The processor 170 may output a second signal by filtering a first signal being based

on an image signal from the image signal 160, calculate an error by using the first and

second signal, and outputs an error-compensated image by compensating for the

calculated error.

[93] In particular, during a first frame interval, the processor 170 may output a second

signal by filtering a first signal being based on an image signal from the image sensor

160, and calculate an error using the first signal and the second signal. Then, during a

second frame interval, the processor 170 may output an error-compensated image by



compensating for the calculated error. In this manner, it is possible to perform error

compensation in real time and therefore display a skin image with improved quality.

[94] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may calculate the error based on a ratio between the

first signal and the second signal, compensate the image signal from the image sensor

160 by using an inverse of the calculated error, and output the error compensated

image.

[95] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may perform error compensation on each horizontal or

vertical line of the image signal from the image sensor 160.

[96] Meanwhile, if image signals are received from the image sensor 160, the processor

170 may continuously perform error compensation. In this manner, it is possible to

perform error compensation in real time and therefore display a skin image with

improved quality.

[97] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may include the filter 570 for outputting a second

signal by filtering a first signal, and the filter 570 may output the second signal based

on a moving average of the first signal.

[98] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may include: the interpolator 510 for interpolating an

image signal from the image sensor; the error compensator 515 for compensating the

interpolated image signal by using a calculated error; the converter 530 for converting

the error-compensated image signal into frequency domain; and the background

subtractor 540 for removing a background from an image signal from the converter

530 and outputs an error-compensated image from which the background has been

removed.

[99] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may further include: the inverse converter 560 for

converting an image signal from the background subtractor 540 into time domain; the

filter 570 for outputting a second signal by filtering a first signal from the inverse-

converter 560; and the error calculator 580 for calculating an error using the first signal

and the second signal.

[100] Meanwhile, the processor 170 may further include the second filter 520 which is

disposed (e.g., coupled) between the error compensator 515 and the converter 530 and

to filter an error, caused by a mirror 135, from the error-compensated image signal.

[101] Meanwhile, during a first frame interval, the processor 170 may output a second

signal by filtering a first signal being based on an image signal from the image sensor,

and calculate an error using the first signal and the second signal by means of the

inverse converter 560, the filter 570, and the error calculator 580. Then, during a

second frame interval, the processor 170 may output an error-compensated image by

compensating for the calculated error by means of the error calculator 580, the

converter 530, and the background subtractor 540.

[102] In more details of the above-described operation of the processor 170, the (n-l)-th



frame image Imga, on which signal processing is performed by the image sensor 160

or the processor 170, is input to the inverse converter 560.

[103] In particular, the inverse converter 560 may receive the (n-l)-th frame image Imga

from the background subtractor 540.

[104] The inverse converter 560 converts an image signal from z-domain, which is

frequency domain, into k-domain which is a time domain. That is, the inverse

converter 560 outputs a first signal SI in the time domain by inverting an image signal

using Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT).

[105] Then, the filter 570 outputs a second signal S2 by filtering a first signal SI.

[106] Meanwhile, the filter 570 may output the second signal S2 based on a moving

average of the first signal SI.

[107] FIG. 7a shows a graph Itdl indicating measured intensity corresponding to the first

signal SI with respect to depth of skin, and FIG. 7b shows a graph Itd2 indicating

measured intensity corresponding to the second signal S2 with respect to depth of skin.

[108] Next, the error calculator 580 may calculate an error by using the first signal SI and

the second signal S2.

[109] In particular, the error calculator 580 may calculate the error based on a ratio

between the first signal S1 and the second signal S2.

[110] More specifically, the error calculator 580 may calculate an error Soo by dividing the

first signal S1 by the second signal S2.

[Ill] FIG. 7c shows an example of an error which is calculated by dividing the first signal

S1 by the second signal S2.

[112] In particular, the error calculator 580 may calculate a gain of an error with respect to

depth of skin, as shown in FIG. 7c, by dividing a gain of the first signal SI by a gain of

the second signal S2. Meanwhile, the calculated error Soo is used for compensating for

an error in the n-th frame.

[113] The interpolator 510 receives an image signal of the n-th frame from the image

sensor, and interpolates the image signal.

[ 114] Next, the error compensator 515 performs error compensation on the image signal of

the n-th frame, which is received from the interpolator 510, by using the error Soo that

is calculated with respect to the (n-l)-th frame.

[115] For example, the error compensator 515 may compensate for an error of an image

signal from the image sensor 160 by using 1/Soo which is an inverse of the error Soo,

and may output an error compensated image.

[116] The error compensator 515 may perform error compensation on each horizontal or

vertical line of the image signal from the image sensor 160.

[ 117] If image signals are received from the image sensor 160, the error compensator 515

may continuously perform error compensation.



[118] During a first frame interval, the error calculator 580 may output a second signal by

filtering a first signal being based on an image signal from the image sensor 160, and

calculate an error by using the first signal and the second signal. During a second

frame interval, the error compensator 515 may output an error-compensated image by

compensating for the calculated error.

[119] Next, the second filter 520 performs filtering on an error-compensated signal in the

k-domain.

[120] Next, the converter 530 may convert the error-compensated image signal into a

frequency domain using Fourier Transform (FT).

[121] The background subtractor 540 may remove a background from the image signal,

and output an error-compensated image Imgb' from which the background has been

removed.

[122] The display may display the error-compensated image Imgb'. Accordingly, noise

caused by the image sensor may be reduced, and therefore, a skin image with improved

quality may be displayed. In particular, it is possible to display an image in which an

error has been compensated with respect to depth of skin.

[123] Meanwhile, the background subtractor 540 may transfer the error-compensated

image Imgb' to the inverse converter 560 in order to perform error calculation on the

(n+l)-th frame.

[124] FIG. 7d shows a graph Itel indicating intensity of which PRNU noise has been com

pensated with respect to depth of skin, a graph Ite2 showing intensity of which PRNU

noise has not been compensated with respect to depth of skin.

[125] In the graph Ite2, that the greater the depth of the skin, the greater the PRNU noise.

However, the graph Itel has a smooth line even at a great depth of the skin because

noise has been removed.

[126] Accordingly, it is possible to obtain a clear skin image with noise removed, no matter

how great the depth of the skin may be.

[127] FIG. 8a shows an example of a skin image 800 of which PRNU noise has not been

compensated, and FIG. 8b shows an example of a skin image 810 of which PRNU

noise has been compensated.

[128] As shown in FIG. 8b, according to the OCT device 100, noise caused by an image

sensor may be reduced, and therefore, a skin image with improved quality may be

displayed. In particular, it is possible to display an image in which an error has been

compensated with respect to depth of skin.

[129] An OCT device according to an embodiment of the present invention should not be

limited to the configurations and methods shown in the above-described embodiments,

and the embodiments may be modified by combining all or some of the embodiments.

[130] While the apparatus and methods of the subject invention have been shown and



described with reference to preferred embodiments, those skilled in the art will readily

appreciate that various changes and/or modifications may be made thereto without

departing from the spirit and scope of the subject invention as defined by the appended

claims.

Industrial Applicability
The present invention may be applied to an Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)

device, and more particularly, to an Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) device

which reduces noise caused by an image sensor, thereby enabled to display a skin

image with improve quality.
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Claims
An Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) device comprising:

a light source;

a mirror to reflect a light from the light source;

a light receiver to output the light from the light source to skin, and

receive a light reflected from the skin;

a detector to detect an interference signal between the light reflected

from the mirror and the light received by the light receiver;

an image sensor to convert the detected interference signal into an

image signal;

a processor to filter a first signal based on the image signal in order to

output a second signal, calculate an error by using the first signal and

the second signal, and output an error-compensated image by com

pensating for the calculated error; and

a display to display the error-compensated image.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein:

during a first frame interval, the processor outputs the second signal

and calculates the error; and

during a second frame interval, the processor outputs the error-

compensated image.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein the processor calculates

the error based on a ratio between the first signal and the second signal,

and compensates for the calculated error by using an inverse of the

calculated error.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein the processor performs

error compensation on each horizontal line or each vertical line of the

image signal.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein, when image signals are

received from the image sensor, the processor continuously performs

the error compensation.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein the processor comprises

a filter to output the second signal by filtering the first signal, and

wherein the filter outputs the second signal based on a moving average

of the first signal.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein the processor

comprises:

an interpolator to interpolate the image signal;
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an error compensator to compensate for one or more errors in the in

terpolated image signal by using the calculated error, and output an

error-compensated image signal;

a converter to convert the error-compensated image signal into a

frequency domain; and

a background subtractor to remove a background from the converted

error-compensated image signal, and output the error-compensated

image.

The OCT device according to claim 7, wherein the processor further

comprises:

an inverse converter to output the first signal by converting the

background-removed image signal into a time domain;

a filter to output the second signal by filtering the first signal; and

an error calculator to calculate the error by using the first signal and the

second signal.

The OCT device according to claim 8,

wherein, during a first frame interval, the processor outputs the second

signal via the inverse converter, the filter and the error calculator, and

calculates the error, and

wherein, during a second frame interval, the processor outputs the

error-compensated image via the error compensator, the converter and

the background subtractor.

The OCT device according to claim 7, wherein the processor further

comprises a filter, coupled between the error compensator and the

converter, to filter an error, caused by the mirror, from the error-

compensated image signal.

The OCT device of claim 1, further comprising a probe that comprises

the mirror and the light receiver.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein the detector comprises a

spectrometer to decompose the interference signal into different

wavelengths, and

wherein the image sensor outputs the image signal by detecting the de

composed interference signal at each pixel.

The OCT device according to claim 1, wherein the display displays the

error-compensated image which corresponds to a depth of the skin.

An Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) device comprising:

a probe to output a light to skin and receive a light reflected from the

skin;
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a spectrometer to detect an interference signal between a light reflected

from a mirror and the light received by the probe;

an image sensor to convert the detected interference signal into an

image signal;

a processor to calculate an error in the image signal, the error caused by

a difference in pixels of the image sensor, and output an error-

compensated image by compensating for the calculated error; and

a display to display the error-compensated image.

[Claim 15] The OCT device according to claim 14,

wherein the processor calculates the error by using a first signal and a

second signal, and

wherein the first signal is based on the image signal, and the second

signal is calculated based on a moving average of the first signal.

[Claim 16] The OCT device according to claim 15,

wherein the processor calculates the error based on a ratio between the

first signal and the second signal, and compensates for the calculated

error using an inverse of the calculated error.

[Claim 17] The OCT device according to claim 14,

wherein, during a first frame interval, the processor filters a first signal

based on the image signal in order to output a second signal, and

calculates the error by using the first signal and the second signal, and

wherein, during a second frame interval, the processor outputs the

error-compensated image.

[Claim 18] The OCT device according to claim 14, wherein the processor

comprises:

an interpolator to interpolate the image signal;

an error compensator to compensate for one or more errors in the in

terpolated image signal by using the calculated error, and output an

error-compensated image signal;

a converter to convert the error-compensated image signal into a

frequency domain; and

a background subtractor to remove a background from the converted

error-compensated image signal, in order to output the error-

compensated image.

[Claim 19] The OCT device according to claim 18, wherein the processor further

comprises:

an inverse converter to output a first signal by converting the

background-removed image signal into a time domain;
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a filter to output a second signal by filtering the first signal; and

an error calculator to calculate the error by using the first signal and the

second signal.

[Claim 20] The OCT device according to claim 19,

wherein, during a first frame interval, the processor outputs the second

signal via the inverse converter, the filter and the error calculator, and

calculates the error, and

wherein, during a second frame interval, the processor outputs the

error-compensated image via the error compensator, the converter and

the background subtractor.
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